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BC HYDRO SMART METER CHOICES PROGRAM



Oct. 24, 2013 

 

 

B.C. Utilities Commission, 

6
th
 Floor, 900 Howe St., 

Box 250, Vancouver, B.C. 

V2E 1V5 

 

E-mail:  commission secretary @bcuc.com 

          :  complaints @bcuc.com 

 

 

Re:  B.C. Hydro proposed billing for refusing smart meters. 

 

To Whom It May Concern 

 

 

In regards to the threatened extortionate charges of $35.00 per month that B.C. Hydro 

intends to charge people, (citizens/customers), to opt out of the invasive smart meter 

program: 

 

I have talked to our local gas, (Terasen), meter reader and she informed me that she is 

paid forty cents to read my meter.  She said also that she would be able to read my Hydro 

meter for the same amount.   

 

It seems to me that B.C. Hydro, by threatening to charge one hundred times more is 

usurious and immoral and B.C. Hydro could easily adopt a partnership with Terasen to 

read these meters. 

 

Further, if B.C. Hydro declares that this is not revenue generating, they are grossly 

obfuscating and hiding the truth 

 

A second valid scheme of actually letting the consumer read and report his own meter 

reading by phone or e-mail with one confirmatory reading by the Terasen partner would 

be honest and viable. 

 

As this charge of $35.00 per month is indeed a form of negative billing, (that is paying 

for a product or service that is not wanted), it is in fact, an illegal practice in Canada. 

 

I urge B.C. Utilities Commission as the original regulatory agency for B.C. Hydro, to 

enforce its original lawful mandate and declare B.C. Hydro in contravention of that 

mandate by its imposition of this illegal charge to opt out of the invasive smart meter 

program. 



 

I require a written response mailed to my home address . 

 

 

Yours in fairness and justice, 

 

 

 

 

A.C. Brumell. 

 

 

 

 

c.c. Citizens for Safe Technology.   ] 

 




